WORK IN TRENDING TECHNOLOGIES

- Including functional programming, cloud based deployments and data analytics

WITH THE BEST PEOPLE AND TRAINING

- Learn from leading engineers in their field
- Collaborative, thoughtful and passionate team
- Support for job specific external training

TO SOLVE SOME BIG CHALLENGES

- Machine learning, optimisation and predictive analytics
- Exponential growth in transactions and data

IN A GREAT WORK ENVIRONMENT

- Latest workstation hardware
- Recently refurbished office in North Sydney

PLEASE CONSIDER APPLYING IF YOU HAVE...

- A Computer Science or equivalent degree
- Demonstrated understanding of appropriate application of data-structures and algorithms
- Interest in functional programming, particularly with lisps
- Desire to work with Clojure/Script, SQL, big data
- High mathematical aptitude desirable, especially for statistics and probabilities
WE’RE A TEAM OF PASSIONATE PEOPLE WHO LOVE COLLABORATING TO CONQUER NEW FRONTIERS

ROKT partners with both large and small organisations around the world to find new customers, grow revenue and create more meaningful relationships with existing audiences. We deliver powerful results to our partners, advertisers and make it easy to achieve them.

ROKT was formed by people who understand and are passionate about using digital marketing technology in a disruptive and positive way.

Through our success we’ve quickly grown to become a cornerstone partner driving revenue and consumer engagement for many top brands around the world. Every day leading e-commerce partners join our network and thousands of big and small businesses find new customers by advertising on our partner network.


STAFF BENEFITS AT ROKT INCLUDE

- Working alongside a brilliant, global team
- Health and wellness initiatives
- Company gathering and celebration 3 times a year
- Staff awards program; Generous staff referral program
- Office snacks & drinks
- Job-related training inhouse and support for external training
- Global network with unlimited growth opportunities
- Employee share scheme giving employees a financial stake in the business.

APPLICATIONS DUE FRIDAY 2ND OCTOBER

- www.rokt.com
- careers@rokt.com
- www.linkedin.com/company/rokt
- Level 4, 275 Alfred St, North Sydney, 2060